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Kranky was a bit surprised earlier this year when Jessica Bailiff contacted us and asked if we wanted to preview her new 
album for possible release. We had no idea she had even been working on an album, let alone had completed one, and we 
were rewarded with a listen to her most compelling album to date. 

After being in Europe for 5 weeks as a touring member of Boduf Songs, Jessica Bailiff spent much of 2011, writing and 
recording At the Down-Turned Jagged Rim of the Sky in her spartan home studio. Sequestering herself through the hot 
summer months until finished, she then passed the tracks on to her friend Odd Nosdam for final mixing. 

Down-tuned, distorted bass guitar adds a new colour to her palette, but familiar ones also come into play: fuzzed and delayed 
electric guitar, organ, piano, cello, and drums. Noisy pop-tinged love songs nestle slyly in a bed of off-kilter lullabies and dark, 
metallic waltzes. 

No need to recycle descriptives like “lo-fi” or “hushed vocals” - these are spurious words. This is another intimate collection of 
songs recorded entirely by Jessica at home, in a room next to where she sleeps. If you listen carefully, you might hear her 
dreaming. 

PRESS QUOTES

“Jessica Bailiff's slowly unfolding and often compelling body of work has been one of music's quiet treasures from the mid-'90s 
forward.” Allmusic

“Bailiff’s slow-moving, finely wrought compositions are perfect for moments of deep reflection.” Dusted

“...simple, romantic, gently sincere, and cushioned by Bailiff's expert production, which contains few fireworks but rarely puts a  
foot wrong.” Stylus
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